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Corrections to Reviews in Mineralogy & Geochemistry Vol. 82
--- Non-Traditional Stable Isotopes ---

Back page

title of Chapter 1 should be “Non-traditional stable isotopes: Retrospective and prospective”

********************************************************************************

Chapter 1. Non-Traditional Stable Isotopes: Retrospective and Prospective

Pages 1-26

Fang-Zhen Teng, Nicolas Dauphas, James M. Watkins

[These corrections apply to the print copies, they have been corrected in the online versions.]

page 17, the last few sentence in the third paragraph, delete “/134Ba” after “d137Ba” twice.
page 17, the first sentence in the last paragraph, delete “/134Ba” after “d137Ba”.
page 18, figure 6 caption: delete “/134Ba” after “d137Ba”.
page 19: delete “(‰)” after the eNd definition.
page 25, Reference Teng, FZ (2017) page number should be 219-287.

********************************************************************************

Chapter 6. Lithium Isotope Geochemistry

Pages 165-217

Sarah Penniston-Dorland, Xiao-Ming Liu, Roberta L. Rudnick

[These corrections apply to both the print and online versions. There is a spelling mistake in the surname of a citation and the corresponding reference to which it points was omitted.]

Original text
page 196, line 16. “Most recently, Su et al. (2016) attributed differences in d7Li between Jurassic leucogranites...”

Corrected text and added reference
page 196, line 16. “Most recently, Sun et al. (2016) attributed differences in d7Li between Jurassic leucogranites...”


********************************************************************************
Chapter 7. Magnesium Isotope Geochemistry

Pages 219-288

Fang-Zhen Teng

[This correction applies to the print copies, it has been corrected in the online versions.]

page 274, Figure 36 c. the x-axis should be “Distance (cm)”.
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